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-  Producer Gas
Here in I have discussed but, 
the principle producers on the market 
and they are respectively upon the 
following pages.
Siemens Gas Producer 14-19.
Wellmans “ “ 19-21
Daubers “ “ 21-22
Langdons “ “ 22-25
Loomises “ 25-29
Sweets “ “ 29-32
Taylors. “ “ 32-39.
Goetzs. No. 4.
-  Producer Gas
Producer gas, so named owing 
to being produced in special forms 
of apparatus known as Producers.
The fuel is decomposed into combustible 
gases, whereby most of the C is 
burnt to CO, whilst the H. either 
remains free, or is converted into 
carburretted Hydrogen. Directly 
above the grate carbonic anhydride 
is formed but thus is rapidly converted 
into carbonic oxide; reaction as follows: 
C02 + C = 2CO.
Amongst these heavy carburetted 
hydrogen (C2H4) is that which principally 
increases the value of the gas as 
fuel and the drier the fuel used 
the more of the gas is produced.
A certain temperature is required
which must not be exceeded 
This temperature is dependent upon 
the amount of iron admitted. If this 
is large, complete combustion is 
effected and the desired effect is 
only imperfectly attained. If however 
the admission of air be too 
small, the heat is not sufficient 
for the formation of CO and the 
evolution of gas ceases.
It has been proven almost beyond 
a doubt that producer gas is more 
economical than to use the 
solid fuel. For high flame 
temperature the producer gas is best.
In the manufacture of a fuel 
gas, it is obvious that certain 
conditions are necessary.
1 = As concerns the apparatus to be used
3 .
1 ~ Simplicity — It must be easily and cheaply 
worked, and require a minimum of skilled 
labor.
2. Durability. -- It must do its work with but 
little repairs or replacement.
Another condition to be examined. -- material.
1. Reducers -  It must contain the necessary 
carbon.
2. Cheapness -- It must be generally obtainable 
in large quantities at low prices.
e.g. slack or fire bituminous coal, 
least expensive, and obtainable 
in nearly all markets.
Now after thorough studying the above 
points, then it remains to decide upon 
the kind of gas to be made for the 
uses intended, and now we 
consider the following
1. Quality. -- the gas must contain
4.
all the C possible, consistent with
the other necessary conditions.
2. Cost -- It must be low in cost, 
especially in view of its use in 
large quantities.
3. Cleanliness -  It must be free as 
practicable from impurities, and 
must be clean as regards the 
more perceptible.
4. Transmission -  It must be capable 
of easy carriage to reasonably long 
distances, and through small, as 
well as large, pipes.
5. Temperature -- It must have a 
constant high flame temperature, 
and must ignite under all 
conditions when desired.
If above conditions are noted carefully 
and a producer selected fulfilling
those requirements, success is bound 
to be the reward.
In nearly all branches of metallurgical 
work wherein the gas can 
be applied, however, there is found.
1. An increased product.
2. A better grade of product.
3. Direct economy in cost.
In some large works where they 
have changed from coal to the 
use of fuel gas, the gain in direct 
economy has been from 33Vz % to 50% 
in labor, and over 40% in fuel.
5 .
6 .
The utilization of fuel may, perhaps, 
be called the industrial question of 
the present day, the tendency of 
the day is to convert solid and 
liquid fuel into the gaseous 
form, although in changing these 
forms into gaseous we do not 
gain energy but leas the energy 
stored in it, heat can be utilized 
better than in the two other forms. 
Now, a question which presents itself, 
is the percentage of the energy of the 
fuel is converted into gas.
It was the custom in first using 
the Siemens Producer, the burning 
of the solid carbon to CO was lost 
as little or no steam was used 
but modern practice has improved 
upon it, by introducing steam with
7 .
the air that is blown into the 
producer, and by utilizing the heat of 
the gas in the combustion furnace 
one pound of C burned to 2.33 # of CO. 
develops 4,400 heat units, or about 30% 
of the total carbon energy; in the 
secondary combustion, 2.33 # of CO 
burned to 3.66 # of C 02 develop 10,000 
heat units, or 70% of the total energy; 
making in all 14,500 heat units, for 
the complete combustion of the 
original carbon pound, 
about 60% of the energy of primary 
combustion should be theoretically 
recovered, for it ought to be 
possible to oxidize one out of 
every four pounds of C with O 
derived from aq vapour.
The thermic reactions are as follows
8 .
4 #C burned to CO (3 pounds gasified with air
and one pound with aq) develop 17,600 heat units
1.5 #of H20  (which furnish 1.33 of O to




In good producer practice 
the proportion of C 0 2 in the gas 
represents from 4 to 7% of the C 
burned to C 02.
Now considering analysises of a 
few of the gases from diffent fuels 
for example. Anthracite. ~ 
average composition =
C = 85.%,
Vol Hydro C = 5%, 
ash 10%
The gas consisting of 9.333 CO. } heated
“ .167 # H. } to absorb =
“ “ “ “ 13.39# N. } 600°
Leaving for radiation & loss
100.
80 # C assumed to burn 
to CO. 5 # to C 02, % O from 
air, % from aq.
9.
-Products-
-Process-- Pounds Cubic Feet. Anal, by Vol.
80# C burned to CO 186.66 2529.24 33.4
5 * “ “ “ c o 2 18.33 157.64 2.0
5# Vol HC (distilled) - 5.00 116.60 1.6
120#O are required, of which 30# from 
H20  liberate---------- H
3.75 712.50 9.4
90# from air are assosciated with N. 301.05 4064.17 53.6
514.79 7580.15 100.0
Energy in the above gas obtained from 
100# anthracite —
166.66# CO -
5 # CH4 ..............................................





Total energy in gas per pound - 
“ “ “ “ cuf t -
“ “ “ “ 100# coal -






Efficiency of Bituminous Coal. -- 
This differs from anthracite in the 
amt of hydrocarbons, containing a high 
percentage, to utilize these hydrocarbons 
the gas must be kept at a temperature 
below their condensation point, 
and care should be taken to not 
heat to high a temperature as a 
high temperature breaks down the 
hydrocarbons and cause the deposit 
of soot.
The efficiency is about 88%.
The following is a table showing 
average composition of gas using 
anthracite, & also where using 
Bituminous coal, and compared the Siemens 




Constituents Siemens Gas Anthracite Gas. Soft. Coal Gas.
-C O - 23.7 27.0 27.0
- H - 8.0 12.0 12.0





- N - 62.0 57.3 56.5
100.0 100.0 100.0
Producer gas, being so low in caloric 
energy, cannot be used to advantage 
in high temperature furnaces, with 
out at least preheating the air for 
combustion. When these are 
properly preheated, a very high economy 
can be obtained and only one-half 
or a third as much fuel is required 
to do a given amt of work, as where 
coal is burnt direct.
12.
In many kilns and furnaces, 
where the temperature required is 
not very high, producer gas may 
be used with great economy.
The economy is due to the better 
facilities for perfect combustion, 
the fact that less air is necessary, 
the saving of coal in the ashes, 
and the regularity of heat obtained.
Also the absence of dust, small 
amount of labor, and the substitution 
of a cheap fuel for an expensive fuel 
are very important points to consider. 
Producers are gaining favor very 
rapidly especially in a iron & 
steel plants, and fast working its 
way into other industries, such as 
glass furnaces, brick, potter & terra cotta 
kilns, lime and cement kilns, Silver
13.
chlorination and ore roasting furnaces.
By years of practice & experience shows that 
producer gas when made in a 
good producer and applied with 
a proper attention to the laws 
governing combustion, a 
considerable saving is effected.
-- The Siemens Gas Producer 
A vertical section is shown in 
drawing No. 4. The body of apparatus 
A is a rectangular fire brick chamber, 
of which the side B, consists of 
thick cast iron plates, lined with 
fire brick, and leaving a step grate 
formed of flat Iron bars, b. at 
bottom the bars, C forming the grate, 
are of wrought Iron, two inches 
square, and rest on a suitable 
cast Iron bearers builet into 
masonary. The fuel employed for 
the purpose production of gas in the 
country, which should not possess 
the property of leaking in too high a 
degree.
The fuel is charged onto the hoppers 
D. The grate is constantly kept
full of fuel, and the accumulation 
of ash and clinkers are removed 
by removing bars C.
When coal of good quality if used, 
each producer requires clinkering 
but once in the course of forty- 
eight hours.
A limited supply of air is admitted 
at the grate, and its 0. by entry 
with the C of the fuel, form C02 which 
rises through the ignited mass, 
taking up an additional atom of 
C, and thus giving up to formation 
of 2C0. the heat thus produced 
distills off hydrocarbons and other 
gases and vapours from the 
fuel as it gradually descends 
towards the grate, whilst the CO, 
diluted by N. of the air, and a small
quantity of unreduced C 02, is finally 
conducted by a flue to the furnace.
Pipe E -- supplies a small quantity of 
aq. to the ash pit, and as it evaporates 
and coming in contact with the 
incandescent fuel it becomes 
decomposed, forming carbonic oxide gas 
and hydrogen.
The hose F of vulcanized rubber, is 
employed for watering the clinkers 
as they are withdrawn, in order 
to cool them thus enabling them 
to be easily removed from in 
front of producer.
G. are plug holes, through which 
they can see the condition of the 
fire, and stir the fuel at any 
time. H. are sliding dampers for 
cutting off the producers from stack I.
The stack I is carried up in brick 
work, well bound with Iron, to 
a height of from ten to twelve feet 
and the gases are conducted 
through a horizontal tube of wrought 
iron, from which they pass down 
through a similar stack of masonry 
to the main gas flue in connection 
with the furnaces.
The gases which rise from the 
producers at a temperature of about 
550°C, are thus cooled by their passage 
through the metallic tube, and the 
descending column, becoming more 
dense and heavier than that of same 
length which is ascending, consequently 
overbalancing it.
The gases vary materially according 
to fuel used. The following is
18
an analysis of a gas made from 
a mixture three fourths caking and 
one fourth non caking coal.
CO. - - - - 23.7 Volumes
H - - - 8.
CH4 - - - - 2.2
C 02 - - - - 4.1
N - - - 61.5 “
0 - - - 0.5
100.00
CO, H. & CH4 are the only constituents of any 
use in the fuel, the other gases 
only dilute the inflammable gases.
By working the producer rapidly, 
the production of C 02 is at a 
minimum.
-  The Wellman Gas Producer --
It is a modified form of the old 
Siemens type, with a steam blast 
attachment, and fulfills the following 
requirements. -
1 -- Each fire is independent and leakage
from one to the other can not occur.
2 - Constructed in strongest possible
manner. A circuliar form is the easiest 
to keep in shape, and end enclosed 
with rolled steel.
3. Coal dumped in center of fire and poking 
reduced to a minimum.
4 -- By means of the steam jets the relative amount
of air and steam can be regulated to obtain 
the best result.
5 -- The gas is taken from the side
of the cylinder, the top thus being 
left clear, so that every part of the
20.
fire can be reached with a
poker. Drawing of this producer accompanying
this paper. -  No. 2.
References in drawing are: A = ash zone;
B = combustion zone; C, distillation “ ;
D. steam blower; E. bearing bar; F. grate bar;
H, hopper; I, stoking hole; K. neck to gas 
main; L, door for clearing neck; M, damper;
N, gas main.
21.
-  The Dauber Gas producer --
This form is shown in accompanying 
Drawings, Fig 1 & 2. - No. 2.
Fig. I shows also a supplementary grate “C” for 
starting the fire, and a separate blast 
pipe “z” and passages “x” In other respects 
the producers are similar. Method of 
Operation. -- When A is well heated, fill nearly 
full of the material from which the gas 
is to be made. Heat gradually raised, 
residue removed through openings at 
bottom, and the gas passes through the 
opening cccc into the gas chamber “dd” 
and thence into flue above 
This producer is recommended by a no of 
German scientists as having following 
advantages. 1 -- Produces gas at a very low cost 
and can be used with any grade of 
fuel.
— The Langdon Gas Producer -  
On account of the great economy and 
extent to which inferior fuels can be 
utilized for the production of gas, there 
has been a very increasing tendency to 
use gaseous fuels for solids fuels for 
metallurgical! work.
This producer is adapted to the use of 
various kinds of fuels and capable of 
generating a steady and uniform 
supply of gas at a minimum cost 
and it has been in use day and night 
for five months, which of course is 
another great factor that long in use 
and very few repairs.
Producer consists of a cylindrical 
furnace, preferably enclosed in an 
iron jacket or casing, leaving a 
bosh or unvented cone shaped base
23
as in a blast furnace. It is provided 
with a bell and hopper, the bell being 
hung to a forked lever, and having 
flanges to prevent it from swinging and 
an opening at its apex through which 
to insert a bar for working the fuel. 
Cleaning is effected through the small 
doors, placed opposite each other at 
the hearth level, which in order to 
facilitate the operation, is elevated 
above the floor.
A blast of commingled steam and air 
is injected into the fuel through 
a series of tuyers underneath the bosh 
communicating with steam je t 
injectors. A small flue also connects 
the door passage with the injectors 
and a portion of the blast entering 
in this way prevents the doors from
from being overheated and warped.
The air in combustion with the 
fuel forms CO & N. The steam is 
decomposed and forms CO & H. or 
Hydrocarbon gases, adding thereby to 
the value of the gas, by the Hydrogen gases 
present, and the amount of carbonic 
oxide free from N.
Gases pass off through an exit 
flue at one side near top, provided 
with a damper. 15-20% saving in fuel.
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-- The Loomis Generator -  
It is a single gas generating machine,- 
of which a drawing is given on page 
No. 3. of this paper, fuel bituminous, and 
it will not only make as much 
water gas per ton of this coal as can 
be produced by any other method from 
same quantity of anthracite or coke, 
but it utilizes the blast gases for making 
the steam necessary to run the engine 
and exhausters, and for decomposing, 
leaving a surplus for other work; or 
the blast producer gas can be used 
in regenerative, reheating, melting 
furnaces etc. This producer answers 
all requirements of a first class producer. 
In all generators the use of the up 
blast system, after a few hours 
the gas becomes of a very poor quality
while in this producer the gas is 
about the same composition throughout. 
This is probably due to peculiar 
construction of generator, and action 
of exhauster in collecting the ashes 
at the bottom of the fire and in 
the ash pit
Fig 1 to 4 on Page No. 3. shows 
the form of producer and also a 
drawing of a furnace connected 
with this producer, and this shows 
the way the producer gas, and water- 
gas are made alternately.
In bringing the coal to an incandescent 
state for making water-gas, the, door 
is open, and exhauster started, and 
draws the air down through the 
coal and ash pit and up through 
the cooling boiler and producer
gas made by the operation is forced 
through a pipe to the holder.
When the coal is in a proper state for 
decomposition of steam the exhauster 
is stopped, and the door shut, and 
steam is let on by the valve cock b, 
at joint x, and it passes through 
the ash pit and grates, where it is 
highly superheated, then through the 
mass of coal, making water-gas, 
which passes out at P. through the 
box N. to water gas holder. After a run 
of about five minutes the steam is shut 
off, the doosr opened, the exhauster 
started, and the process of making 
producer gas is again commenced.
One ton of coal will make 40.000 cu ft of 
water gas, which will accomplish as 
much as 3 Yz tons of coal in this work.
The producer gas made, in addition 
to amount of water gas from ton of coal 
will yield all the steam needed 
and pay interest and repairs on plant
29.
-- Sweets Gas Producer -
The drawing on page No 5. represents the 
furnace as now built. -- chiefly for heating 
steel and Iron for rolling mill purposes.
One peculiarity of this Producer is the novel 
way of charging the fuel.
Coal used is fire bituminous.
Coal thrown into the hopper B. where it 
rests on the plunger, which is worked 
in and out by the crane M.
Coal charged very wet. Plunger worked 
by gearing. The gearing is so arranged 
that eight turns of the crank puts the 
plunger in, and of course same no 
brings it out again.
The plunger should always be left at 
point shown, with a charge of 
coal in front of plate of furnace.
The coal being fed wet keeps these
plates comparatively cool, and retards 
the low gases sufficiently to leave 
them thoroughly heated by passing 
through the red hot mass of burning 
coal above, therby mixed with the 
higher grade of gases coming from 
the coals which have been longer 
in the furnace.
When the furnace is runing for steel 
a full carbonizing flame is required.
This reduces the saving in economy in 
fuel, but makes up for it by the 
saving of steel.
The hot-blast stove is similar to the 
hot blast of the ordinary blast furnaces. 
Flame passed down N. under the arch 
protecting pipes R, and a sufficient amt 
of heat is let into oven N’ to heat the 
pipes, and passes out N”.
blast can be heated up to 900°F. 
Furnace cost $1100 and stove $400. 
Advantages, -- 
1 = Small cost of plant
2. No skilled labor.
3. Less time for heating.
4. “ cost for repairing.
5. Use of cheap fuels.
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-- The Taylor Revolving Gas Producer -- 
So named on account of being 
designed by W. J. Taylor of Chester N.J. 
who after several years work upon 
it, made this producer to remedy the 
evil in most producers attainable 
at that time.
The producer consists of; -- a solid circular 
bottom to carry a deep bed of ashes, 
and arranged to revolve, and by 
the revolving the ashes and clinkers 
are discharged over its edge into a 
sealed ash pit below. No. 1.
The accompanying drawing shows the 
producer in operation on anthracite 
coal, the revolving bottom is of 
greater diameter than the bottom 
of combustion chamber and is 
placed at a distance [therefrom?] that
when it is revolved the ash, is 
discharged uniformly by its own 
gravitation into the sealed ash 
pit, and [thus?] goes on continually 
without stopping the producer.
The bed of ash is kept about three and 
a half feet deep on the revolving bottom 
in the larger sizes, so that ample 
time is given for any coal which 
may pass the point of air admission 
without being consumed, to burn 
entirely out, while in a producer 
with a grate it would have fallen 
into the ash pit and wasted.
This is another advantage of this producer 
economical in fuel.
The turning of the revolving bottom 
causes a grinding action in the 
lower part of fuel bed and closing
up any channels that may have 
formed by the blast, thus keeping 
carbonic acid in the gas very low.
Door of ash pit opened once a day for 
taking out ashes and clinkers 
Blast is generally furnished by a steam 
Jet, any steam passing through 
the fuel bed into the gas will 
reduce its effectiveness.
The lower part of the ash chamber 
is a cast iron hopper, perforated 
for the admission of punching bar 
which are inserted through the 
doors in outer casing, for the 
bearing up of clinker that is too large 
to pass down and out without 
trouble
This producer has quite a number 
of advantages over other forms of
35
Producers, in possessing the following:
1 - There is no grate to waste coal
through and very little waste in
cleaning. The deep ash bed permits the
coal to burn up clean, and in practice
the C is gasified so that less than one half
of one percent, remains of the original C in coal
Any clinkers that will pass through 
a 9” space will be discharged from 
the producer in regular grinding 
without any manipulation or 
waste of fuel, and if this distance (9”) 
between revolving bottom of combustion 
chamber is formed to be insufficient, 
when coal used clinkers very badly, 
it may be increased by simply 
dropping the bottom and enlarging 
its diameter proportionally.
3 - Cleaning is done without stopping the 
producer for a moment, and hence 
it is continuous.
4. -- By the use of test or sight holes in 
the walls, the attendant always knows 
when to grind down his ashes
and when to stop.
5. In grinding down the ashes the 
settling of fuel is active next to walls 
while in other producers the reverse 
it the case.
6 -- It is the most durable ever built. 
There is nothing to burn out, for 
the top of the iron work is six inches 
below the fire, and the lower part 
of the producer nearly cold.
The table revolves from three to four 
times per. day.
Directions for starting and running
the Taylor Revolving Bottom Gas Producer.
Ashes containing no [coal] placed in
bottom and should not be
packed.
Then put in a lot of small dry wood
as on a grate and fill it with oily
waste or hot coals. Blow or let it
burn by natural draft until well
fired and partly burned to live
coals. Then put on coals and as
fast as it brightens bring up the full
burden as fast as in can be done,
put bell and hopper in place soon
after coal firing, about three inches bed coals
If the producer burns too fast on the
walls, the coal is too fine or the
blast too strong, and one or the
other must be changed accordingly
A certain amt. of barring is necessary 
to prevent honeycombing and to 
keep the C 02 low.
The gas is of best quality when the 
the top of the fuel bed is a dull 
or medium red. When very hot 
the C 02 is always high.
Using anthracite coal a bed of about two 
to three inches is ample.
When running on soft coal, a depth of 
fuel of about three to five inches 
should be carried.
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